
FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER $69* LOW PRICES EVERYDAY

BlackWolf
Cicada Hiking Tent
$224.90

Details

The Cicada Hiking Tent by BlackWolf blends lightweight
efficiency with impressive durability.

Doubling features for true outdoor convenience, the Cicada
boasts two doors, two configuration vestibules, and twin-
zippered D-shaped openings - still allowing capacity for two
adventurers, owing to a generous 110cm in height for
adequate headroom. From hot and humid to drizzly and
damp, its 190T Polyester PU fly features UVITEX treatment
to prevent fading from harsh sunlight, while an internal
breathable mesh inner and roof vents allow for ventilation. A
5000mm waterhead rating and full seam-tape sealing aids in
water resistance too, while strength, structure, and stability
are achieved by Velcro tabs connecting the fly to the pole
frame. Defy the after-dark setups thanks to reflective guy
ropes too, while storage pockets keep the knick-knacks intact
and compression straps on the included carry bag keep it
compact for pack-up.

From tackling new hikes to hitting new heights - the
BlackWolf Cicada Hiking Tent carries every adventurous
couple from sunrise to sunset.

2-person capacity
190T Polyester PU fly
210T Oxford PU floor
5000mm waterhead rating on fly and floor
7.9mm aluminium poles
Fully seam-tape sealed for water resistance
2 x doors with twin-zipped D-shaped openings
2 x configuration vestibules
Internal breathable mesh inner
Roof vents in fly for excellent ventilation
Velcro tabs connecting fly to pole frame structure for stability
Reflective guyropes for visibility in lowlight
Mesh gear loft and storage pockets
UVITEX treated fabric to prevent fading from sunlight
Plenty of room for 2 x people, plus gear
Headroom at 110cm
Carry bag with compression straps included
210D Oxford polyester groundsheet included

Specifications

Snowys Code: 159555

Supplier Code: 311S2229411631000

Season: 2-3

Sleeping Capacity: 2 Person

Sleeping Area: 200L x 130W cm

External Dimensions: 220L x 210W cm

Packed Dimensions: 45L x 17W x 17H cm

Weight: 2.62 Kg

Max. Head Height: 95 cm

Material: 190T Polyester PU | UVITEX Treated

Inner Material: Breathable 50G/m2 B3 Polyester
Mesh

Floor Material: 210D Oxford PU | Ground Sheet -
210D Oxford Polyester

Frame Material: 7.9mm Aluminum

Waterhead Rating: Fly 5000mm | Floor 5000mm

Warranty: 3 Year
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